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MAYNEWERABILITY INJT!STIGATION OF AN F6C-4 FIGHTING AIRPLANE

By C. H. DEABEOENand H. IV. KIR6CHBAUM

SUMMARY

In order to compare the relatim maneuverability of two
jighting aipplanes and to accumulate additional data to
assist in establishing a saiisfaotory criterion for the
marwurwability of any airplane, the National A&soy
Committee for Aeronautics, at ihe ~equest of the Bureau
oj Aeronuutice, .tVaoyDepartrrient,has conducted maneu-
zerabi[ity irwe#igations on the RX% (water-cooled
engine) and the FBG~ (air-cooled engine) airplanes.
The incestigalion made on the F6G6 ai~pkrne hus been
presiwsly reported. 2%8 report contains the result8 of
the investigation made on th F6C+ airplane.

Measurements of air ~eed, angular reloeity, linear
acceleratwn, temperature, pressure, and the position of the
controlswere madefor practicdy all the kinds of milita~
maneurers required of this type of airplane. Eight path
coordinate were secured jor most of the maneurer8 ~
means of a special camera okwura dereloped for this
inres@ation. The results are g%en in the form of
ourres, some showing the aariation of the measured quan-
tities with respect to time, others, the variation of some
mam”mumquantities with respeet to air speed. In addi-
tion, all mam”mumquantities are tabulated.

A comparison of the results uitli those obtained in the
instigation conducted on the F6G9 airpbne dmns
that: With practically the same speed and control more-
meni, the F6C–4 oompleted a loop in 10 per cent law
time than did the F6(k3; in dire~ the F6G3 increased
its speed more rapidly than did the F6G4; and the mini-
mum radius oj turn wus found to be 1%5ftzt at 61.6
miles per hour for the F6G4, and 166 feet at 76 miles
per hwjor tb F6G3.

INTRODUCTION

M the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy
Department,, the hTational A&isou Committee for
Aeronautk at Langley Fmld, Vs., is conducting a
series of maneuverability investigations on a number
of ditary airplanes. Data have been previoudy
reported on tests made on an F6C!-3 airplane. (Ref-
erence 1.) SimiIar data, but of a broader nature, axe
given herein for an I?6C?-4 airpkme. & stated in the
above reference, the purpose of these testi ia the =tab-
Iishment of certain quantitative data which it is hoped
will facilitate the rating of military airpIanesin regard
to maneuverability.

—

Instruments in the airplane were used to record linear
accelerations along the three reference axes, angular
velocities about these mass, the air speed, and the
position of the control surfaces tioughout practically
all types of military maneuvers. A camera obscura,
which was devdoped for this investigation, stationed
on the ground was employed to obtain ftight paths for
a number of the maneuvwx. The results are given in
the form of curves, some showing the variations of
measured quantities with respect to time, others, the
variation of some maximum quantities with respect to
air speed. A comparison with the reaulk obtained in
the F6C?-3 investigation is made wherev= this is
possible.

APPARATUS AND METHODS
APPARATUS

The a.kphme employed in the present investigation
was an F6C-4 Curt& Fighter, powered with an air-
cookd Pratt and”Whitiey R-1300 engine. It weighed
about 360 pounds less than the F6C-3 airphme @kh
is powered with a Curtis D–12 water-cooled engine.
k sU other important respects the two airplanes
were identical The LNavy’s prinoipaI specifications
for the F6C?-4 are presented in the appendix. The
airplane se used in this investigation weighed about
2,574 pounds and had its c. g. 5.7 inches ahead of the
Ieading edge of the Iomr wing.

Eeoording - instrument fnstWation,-The instru-
ments installed in the airplane during this inw&iga-
tion were of the- standard N. A. C. A. photographi-
cally-recording type. They consisted of the foIIovziug:
A control-position recorder (Eteference 2) for g-king
the controI mcmementt during a maneumr; three
anguIar-veIooity recorders (Eeferance 3) for recording
angular velocities about the three reference axes of the
airpkne; a 3+omponent accelerometer (Reference 4]

for recording the linear accelerations along the three
reference a~ea; a recording tachometer used primarily
for gi~w engine speeda in spins; and a timer for
synchronizing the instrument reoords. A perform-
tmce recorder containing an air-speed unit (Reference
5), temperature unit, and an aneroid unit was also
empIoyed to determine air speed, altitude, and air
density.

The above instruments, with the exception of the
controI-position recorder, which was Ioeated in the
cockpit, were placed in the main gasoline tank bay of
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the fuselage. This necessitated the use of the 22-
gallon underdung tank shown in the general view of
the F6G4 airplane. (Ilgum.1.)

Radio equfpment,-One-way radio telephone comm-
unication from the ground to the airplane was used
to coordinate flight and g~ound operations. The
microphone employed in the.hranmnittingsystem was
located just outside the camera obscura. A radio
receiver, designated as type SRA-3 by the Signal
Corps, United States Army, was installed in the airp-
lane. This receiver was operated from cm antenna
extending from the landing gear struts to the tail-skid
section of the fusekge. The high-tension circuit of

to record thosein ahorizont.alp~ane. The records (fig. 4)
are made on a 30-inch by 30-inch film, the required
exposure and tike between exposures being obtained
by use of a special focal plane shutter. (Reference 6.)
The @m is supported at the proper distance from the
lens on a table whose top can be quickly rotated from
the inclined position shown to a horizontal position.
In addition, this table can be lowered enough to allow
tho protractor sheet support, used during wind
measu~ements, to be placed in the focal plane of the
lens.

The wind measurementswere recorded by other than
photographic means. This necessitated the following—-

. .. . .._-=_=---- . . . ... .

--

Fmum 1.-F6O-$w@nm

the engine was shielded to reduce engine ignition
interference.

Camera obsaura and accessories.-The camera
obscura was designed ta perform two functions: First,
to determine rapidly the wind speed and direction at
the altitudes of the maneuver to be performed; and
second, to record the tight path of the airplane dur-
ing the maneuver. It @ illustrated in Figures 2 and
3. Act~aHy, it is a large camera, approximately 7
feet square by 7 feet high, so mounted on a concrete
base that it may be rotated into alignment with the
wind. A circular scale in 5° divisio~ from the magnetic
north is painted on the base. The le~ employed
may be mounted in the side (as illustrated} to record
maneuvers performed in a vertical plane, or in the roof

I

I

accessories: A combination perpendicular bisector
and dividers, sheets of paper with a protractor scale,
and a sight placed outside the camera obscura. Tho
electric pencil (fig. 5) is used by an operator insido the
camera to follow” the airplane image on the wind
screen during wind runs. It is operated by an electro-
magnet in series with a tim~. The timer mmplotes
a circuit at one-half second intarvals, producing jogs
in the line, as shown in Figure 6. Ground-spcod
vectors and necessary perpendicular bisectors may bo
quickly drawn with the combination perpendicular.—
bisector and dividers shown in Figure 5. Tho protrac-
tor sheets (iig. 6j, on which the wind run paths were
recorded, are about 30 inches square and have a 20-
inch circle with 10 divisions.
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The ground obser~er’s sight for alignigg maneuvers
with the film screen is shown attached ta the side of the
camera obscura in F- 2. This sight consists of a
frame with two sets of three ties at right angles and a
sighting bead about six inches in the rear of the pkme
of the frame. The intersection of the center wires
corresponds to the center of the camera field, while
the two outer wir= of each set outline the field of th~
camera.

METHODOF TESTS

The following maneuvers were included in the flight
program of this in-reatigation:
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altitude or ah.itudes at which the maneuver was to
be made. This information was required to correct
the flight path measured with the camera obscura
to true fight path; i. e., path through the air. Tbia
correction can be made more readily and with greater
accuracy if the maneuver is started directIy into or
with the wind, ao the first consideration in-the wind
runs was the determination of the wind direction to
establish the course to be flovrg in the maneuver.

The procedure used in deter.mining the wind direction
was as foIIows: The airplane was flown at a constant
air speed across the camera obscurs in three dHerent

[

FIGITM ?.—Camera obscurs

Loops.
Pushdowns.
Pulkufs from di-res.
PulJ-ups from horizontal flight.
Turns of 180° in vertical and horizontal pIanes.
AiIeron maneuvers.
Rudder maneuvers.
Turns for the determination of minimum radius of i

turn. I
Power-on and power-off spins.
Barrel roUa.
Before performing each maneuver wind runs were ~

made to find the direction and speed of the -rind at the 1

directions, approximately 120° apart. A projection of
the track of the airpIane was obtained during each run
on the protractor sheet in the camera obscura by fol-
lowing the image of the airplane with the electric
penciI (fig. 6). Yectorsl proportiomd ta the ground
speeds, were obtained directIy fkoru the hmgths of
the tracks between a definite number of the jogs pro-
duced by the electric pencil. These -rectors were hid
off from a common center, and a circle was passed
through their ends. The line drawn from the inter-
section of the WCtara to the center of the circle
established the wind direction. Also, during each ‘
wind w records were made in the airplane of air speed,

.-
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barometric presaurq and temperature. These were
made to determine the true air speed used subsequently
to compute the magnitude of the wind velocity.

The course to be flown, as determined from the wind ~
direction, was thenradioed to the pilot, and while he was 1
adjusting his course, the camera obscura was rotated
into position and prepared for photographic recording.

A ground observer, using the sight on the side of
the camera obscura, directed the pilot by radio in such
a manner as to bring the airplane into the proper
part of the field of the camera obscura. While fol-
lowing these directions, the pilot continually adjusted
his course to that previously given him. When the \
airplane actually entered the field of the camera, the
camera shutter and the instruments in the airplane I

.
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COMPUTATION OF RESULTS

Co&ol-position, angular-veIocity, and linear-acml- “”
~ation curves are obtained directly from the instru-
ment records. The aileron positions are given for Lho
left aileron, which moves with respect to tho right as “-” -
shown in Figure 7. Angular accelerations and dis-
placements are found from the recorded anguIar veloci- “”
ties by graphical differentiation find mechanical inte-
grat@, respectively. Resultant angular velociky is
found.by adding the roll, pitch, and yaw components -
vect@ally. Curves of true air speed are obt.aincd
either from air-speed or camera~bscura records. The
den@y factor necessary for the conversion of ind~ca-
te~ to true air speed is calculated from tho recorded
temperature and pressure. The recorded air speed

m

~Phofoqrq2hic.
film

$j%&qhf
djustmenf

FIWEIJ 8.-Swtional view of csmem obscaue

were started simultaneously on receipt of orders from
the ground observer, and approximately one second
later, the maneuver was started. ,In each maneuver,
except the turns for the determination of rninimurn
radius of turn, measurements were made of the ~ht
path, air speed, angular velocity, linear accelerations,
position of the control surfaces, temperature, and bar-
ometric preawre.

The turns to establish minimum radius of turn were
made without the use of the camera obscura. In
these tests the pilot put the airplane into a turn with
full throttle setting, gradu+lly tightened up the turn
without changing the throttle, and finally took records
after the airplane had reached what he believed to
be the tightest steady turn possible at a prede-
termined air speed. This procedure was repeated for
a number of different air speeds.

~ B,Botfery

ia subject to an interference correc-
tion, the magnitude of which is known
o~yforunacceloratcd ilight. The ~c-

curacy of the recorded air speed is
therefore questionable in maneuvcra,
and for that rcaeon the airspeed in
accelerated tlightis obtained from the
camera obscura records whenmwr
poesible.

men recording maneuvers made
in a vertical plane, tho axis of tho
camera Iens is at an angle of 60°
horn the vertical, and tho recorded
ilight paths are, therefore, in error be-
cause of perspective. To elininato
this error a pcrspcctivc grid was con-
structed in accordance with the fore-
shortening that would be obtained by
photographing uniformly spaced ver-
tical and horizontal lines with tho
camera axis 60° to the ver&al. Tho
perspective grid is placed under tho
Mn record, and the coordinates of
the imagw with respect to it areread.

Corwquently, the distortion caused by perspective
is eliminated,

The magnitude of the wind velocity is next calcu-
lated by multiplying the true air speed obtained from
the .performsnce recorder during wind runs by the
ratio”of the I&gth of the wind-velocity vector to the
raditi of the air-speed circle. (See fig. 5.) The wind
velocity added algebraically to the true air speed at
the gtart of a maneuver gives the ground speed, which,
with-the rate of e.~osnres, determines tho scalo of the
path. The correction for wind for cac.h image is ob-
tained by multiplying the magnitudo of the vind
veIoe.ity by the time from the start of tho maneuver
diti”ded by the scale factor.

Air speed is computed from the ccm’ectcd path by
measuring the displacement between the images and
dividing this by the time between exposures, TIM

-.
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angIe of attack is found by measuring the angle be-
tween the X axis of the image and the tangent to the
corrected flight path at any given point.

PRECISION OF RESULTS

Frequent instrument calibrations were made so that
errors due to change of calibration were practically
ehinated. The recmds were legible enough to per-
mit measuring them to the nearest 0.01 inch, so that,
with the sensitivities used during this investigation,
Iineax accelerations are accurate to + 0.05 g, and
control surface angles, to + % of a degree. The
recorded air-speed error is in the neighborhood of 2
per cent for unaccderated flight, and is unknown in
accelerated flight. The error in the air speed secured
from the camera-obscum path, however, is prcbabIy
within 6 per cent for all conditions of flight. The
slight time Iag in the anguhwvelocity recorders during
the periods of high anguIar acceleration has not been
eliminated. Consequently, peak values are probabIy
about 2 per cent low. “

In computing the error prasent in the ilight paths
obtained from the camera obscura, three possible
errors were considered: First, the eirpkme -wasnot on
the proper course; second, the wind velocity was in
error; and, third, the scaIe was in error. A study of
some of the results indicated that the cmrse might be
in error as much as 6°. The error in the wind direction
was within + 5° and the error in the magnitude was
found to be as much as 3.5 miles per hour. The error
in-scaIe based upon the average of the scales derived
from the image size and the ground speeds at the
start of the maneuvws was found ta be sIightIy less
thau 2 per cent. Since the cosine of the error in the
course and the cosine of the error in the wind direction
are practically unity, these errors are ru@igible. T’4e
average speed during the maneuvers was 130 milas
per hour, and the resulting error caused by wind was,
therefore, slightly over 2 per cent. On the whole,
the probable error in the flight path is, therefore,
about + 4 per cent for the abscissae and + 2 per cent
for the ordinates.

The probabIe error .in synchronization between the
instrument records and the camera-obscura records is
ordy a fraction of a second, and may be attributed to
the differences in the speed of human reactions. This
error, though small, has a considerable effect on the
angle of attack measurement. The individual values
of angle of attack may be scakd from the cmnera-
obscura ti with smalI error, but owing to the high rate
of change of angIe of attack, a smaIl error in syn-
chronization may rewdt in en angIe, for a givem speed
and norrmd acceleration, which is 25 per cent or more
in error.

RESULTS

The results of this investigation are presented chiefly
in the form of time-history curves and fhght-path
graphs. Time intervaIs in agreement with those of FoxEE 4.43mem obscure record of spin
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time-history curves are given on the flight-path
graphe. Some of theresults arecompared withthose
obtained on the F6C-3 airplane. The maneuvers are
presentedin the following order:

hops, Figures 8 and 9.
Push-downs, Figure 10.
Pull-outs from dives, F&es 11, 12, and 13.
Ptil-ups from horizontal flight, Figures 14, 15, 16,

and 17.
Half loop half roll, Figure 18.

COMMITTEE .FOR .4ERONAUTICS .
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Half roll half loop, Fare 19, The maximum anguhtr vebcities for the three Ioops
180° vertically banked turns, Figures 20, 21, 22, were recorded near the tops of the. loops, while tho-

and 23. 1“mafimum angle of attack occurred just before tbe top.
Abrupt wing-over turn; F&re 24. The ‘maximum normal acceleration was recorded in
Aileron maneuvers, Figures 25 and 26. cofig out of the two normal loops, while in the tight
Rudder maneuvers, Figures 27 and 28. loop the m~ximum value was obtained at the start.

#..-

FIGWtE 5.-Eleetrtopencilendproportional dhldern

Turns of minimum radius, Figure 29.
— Spins, Figures 30, 31, 32~”and33.

Barrel rolls, Figure 34.
Loops,—Two loops were executed from an air speed

of approximately 150 miles per hour. The tit was a
normal loop and is comparable to the high-speed loop
in the F6&3 maneuverability report (Reference 1),
since the control movement and starting air speed
were about the same for the two maneuvers. The
second loop will be designated a tight loop because of
the comparatively abrupt control action and the large
elevatm displacement which WSEmore than twice that
recorded on the normal loop.

The principal data for the three loops are given in
the table below, while the time histories for the F6C-4
Ioops are shown in Fwes 8 and 9.

A.+ornpariaon of the data for the two normal loops
indi~ates that the F6C-4 -is a more maneuverable air-
plane as shown by the ~gher Iinear acceleration and
smaller over-all flight-path dimensions together with
about 10 per cent shorter time required to complete
the _maneuver.

Push-downs, —The time histories fo~ three abrupt– -
pushdowns are presented in Figure 10. Although
these maneuvers were made at air speeds of 85, 100,
and 130 miles per hour, the maximum normal accelera-
tions arepractically the same. This is no doubt caused
by the difkence in the control movement which was
probably governed by the disagreeable sensation of
this type of maneuver. It may be noted that as the
starting speed of the push-down is increased the
maximum angular velocity attained in the maneuver
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is decreased, while the maximum angular acceleration
is increased. The mtcdnmm negative angIe of attack
decreases as the stinting speed increases. This would
be expected with equal normal moderations. With
the initiaI air speeds of 85, 100, and 130 mike per
hour, the altitude losses in the tit three seconds of

(-W AN J?tiC-4 J!’lGHTLN (i ALEWLANE 5X)1

mine the loss of altitude during recovery with abrupt
control action. The time histories with the respective
paths are shown in Figures 11, 12, and 13. The
principal quantities are presented in the table below . —
with those of the F6C-3 maneuver that are most
comparable.

FIGUEX6.–Rotmctor shed ~mtmtfng method of determhhg wfnd

each maneuver were 140 ft, 170 ft, and 175 feet,
respectively. ‘With s.n initial air speed of 100 miles
per hour the altitude loss in four seconds was 290
feet with the F6C-4 as compared with 405 feet for the
F6C!-3. This is undoubtdy due to the greater
weight/drag ratio of the F6C!-3.

PuU-outs from dives .—Three puU-oUta from dives
were executed at different speeds primarily to deter-

1 I I I 1

I ]FOC+F6C++C-3

I —
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Although the control movement for the fist F6C-4
pull-out was more abrupt than for the second, a greater
loss of altitude was experienced during the former,
This was undoubtedly due to the fact that in the first
maneuver the airplane passed-vvell through the burble
angle (maximum angle of attack 380), .Thia caused a
large reduction in the lift which resulted in a fgeater
loss of altitude than that feud for the second maneu-
ver made at a higher air speed. The data incIuded
from the F6G3 investigation are not strictly com-
parable with the second F6C-4 pull-out because the
control movement of the F6C-3 was Iess abrupt.

‘“”rrnl

I
0° 5- fo” Is” 20”

Do WIV aiieron

FIGUEE7.—Dlthrentiel aileron aotfon on FOC-4
OlrpIane

PuU-ups from horizontal flight,-Abrupt, medium,
and mild control pull-ups from horizontal flight were
tmecutod from speeds of about 80, 125, and 160 miles
per hour. In the miId puU-ups the control movements
were not alike for the maneuvers at diflerent air
speeds, and consequently the results of these pull-ups
can not be directly compared, The same is true for
the medium pull-ups, For the abrupt pull-ups,
however, the control movements were practically
the same for aU speeds, and, therefore, the results of
the different abrupt maneuvers are comparable.
Figures 14, 15, and 16 show the time histories for these
pull-ups, while the interesting characteristics of the
abrupt maneuvers are shown in the table below:

Stertlngspeed(m.p. h,)__________________
bfaxfmumdevatur &@amnant(degrw9)...__ . . . ..__
Time for above dieplaeemant(~.) . . .----------------
MarfmurrIangularrmeloration(ti./m.9--------------

iaRE%:Kt~oy*Jr:::::::::::::::I!
Angular dIe$dmment (degrees). . . .;.-~~~~~~~~=~==~~–!
Tfme for atmve dieplecement (aoc.).- . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-...~

-
m

1. i%
8.36
I.68
it:
L?

Jt!i
L10
8.%2
LtM
2.8
7.8
.:

Examination of the paths shows that the altitude
gained in a given time is dependent on the abruptness

of control action. In order to facilitate the deter-
mination of the effect of speed on abrupt pull-ups, the
normal acderationj anguIar velocities and times for
30° angular displacement are plotted versus the corre-
spon@g indicated air speeds in Figure 17.

Half loop—half roll.—This maneuver (fig. HI) is
started with a half loop from leveI fight and complctcd
by executing a half roll to return to level flight i~ the
opposite direction. The elevator was pulled up gradu-
ally to 5° and held there until the airplane was nearly
in a vertical attitude, then gradually decreased untiI a
half loop was “completed. A smaIl amount of aileron
and rudder controI was used before the maximum
altitude gain of about 655 feet was reached. A half
roll was then executed to return to normal flight. The
reversal of direction was accomplished in approxi-
mately 8 seconds but the roll was not finished until
nimrly”3 seconds later. The air spmd at the start
was 145 miles per hour and dropped h 67 miles per
hour near the top of the half loop. At the ond of the
maneuver the flight path was inclined downward.

The interesting quantities are presented in the table
below:
Air speed at start (m. p. h.)------------------------ 145
Minimum air speed (m. p. h.)---------------------- 67
Maximum elevator displacement (degreee) ------------ 9
Maximum rudder (right) (de~e~)---------.--.----- 23
Maximum aileron displacement (degrees) ------------ 13
Maximum angular velocity pitoh (rad./cco.). --------- 0.5
Maximum angular velocity rofl (rad./6ec.) -----..----- 0.7
Maximum angular velooity yaw (rad./aeo.) ----------- 0.2
Maximum angular acceleration pitch (rad./sec.l) -.---- +0. 3

and –O. 3
Maximum angular acceleration roll (rad./sec.l) -------- –O. 4
Maximum angular acceleration yaw (rad./mo.g) ------- +0. 15
Maximum normal acceleration (g) ------------------ 3.36
Maximum longitudinal acceleration (g)-------------- 0, 5
Maximum transverse acceleration (g)---------------- 0.25

Maximum horizontal displacement (ft.) .------------_ 575
Gain in altitude (ft.) ------------------------------ 065
Time required for a 180° ohange in direction (ecu.)---- 8

This maneuver, which was deveIopod during the
late war, is known as the lmrneIman turn. A turn of
this kind accomplishes a rapid revcrml of direction
and a gain in altitude at the same time. Tho time
required for a reversaI of direction would depend upon
the tightness of the half Ioop, but less altitude would
be gained in a more abrupt maneuver.

HaIf rolI-half Ioop,—This maneuver (fig, 18) con-
sists of a half roll from level flight to an inverted posi-
tion and then approximately a haIf Ioop to return
again to level flight in the opposite direction. The
half roll was Executed by means of the ailerons done,
and the half loop was performed by starting the eleva-
tor Mvement just before the half roil was completed.
No atkgpt was made to remain in horizontal flight
during the roll and, as a result, the flight path shows
conaid6rable“gain in altitude before the half loop was
started. From the start of the hdf loop, the airplane
veered off to the left with respect twthe original direc-

.
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tion of fight and continued ta do so until the end of
the maneuver. Because of this it was necessmy to
apply a correction to the flight path and the computed
air speed in order to appro.ximat~ actual conditions.
The outstanding characteristics of this turn are indi-
cated in the following tabIe:
Gainin altitudeto start of hdf loop (ft.) ------------- 95
Loss in altitude during the half loop (ft.) ------------- 465
Horizontal diatanoe required to make turn (ft. )-------- 1,036
Airqeed at dart (m. p. h.)------------------------- 146
~iinirnum air speed (m. p. h.)---------------------- 113

1111lt I I I 1 I

lii[~iiil

k I I I I 1 1 t I 1
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m I

l/%t I I I
Y4ngle of ai%kk
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This maneuver is sometimes caUed a reverse turn
and frequently an ImmeIman turn, but wrongly so,
beoause the true Imrnelman is just the rewrseof this
maneuver. The ImnAman turn is started tith a
half Ioop, hence altitude is gained; wbib in the reverse
turn, altitude is lost.

180° vertically banked turns.-’llree maneuvers of
this t~e (figs. 20, 21, and 22) were made, and all
Enem and anguk quantities, incIuding velocities and
accelerations, were studied in relation to control move-

9/2345
6 Tree. seconds

.-
.-

.—

-.

Fxmz.z16.—W)m P.L pdlop memeuwe, threa msthods C4mntrd

Air speed at end of turn (m. p. h.)-------------------
Tme to reverse direction (*c.) ----------------------
Maximum normat acceleration during rolI @----------
Mazimum normaI accderation during half loop @ -----
Maximum Longitudinal acceleration (g)---------------

Maximumtranawraeacceleration(Q)-----------------
Masimumrollangtdarvelooity(rad.@c.) -------------
Maximum pitoh angular velocity (rad.)sec.) -----------
Mazimum yaw angular relocity (rad./sea.)------------
Maximum elevator dispkcement (degrees) ------------
Maximum down displacement of left aileron (degxeea)--
Mhximurn up displacement of left aileron(degrees)-----
Maximumrudder displacement to right (degrees) ------
Maximum rudder displacement to kft (degrees) -------

MO
9

2.5. I
5.2
0.6

—. 3
.92 ;
.92

16 i

10.6
lL 5

(3 I

1
6

ment and time. E&ch maneuv= vias made to the ---—
right with a complete reversal of direction.

AU control movements were started at about the
same time. The elevator was raised gradually,
reaching its m&mum displacement about midway in
the turn. The rudder and ailerons were moved
abruptIy at the same time to start a high roiling
-relocity, and then were gradually decreased to
neutral midway in the turn. The roll reached a
maximum near the middle of the turn, where the air-
phne was in a vertically banked position. The
maneuver was completed by gradually lowering the “”

..—
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elevator and applying opposite rudder and aileron
control.

All instrument records for the three turns were
obtained for a period of approximately nine seconds.
The air speeds at the beginning of the maneuvers were
128, 148, and 150 miles per hour, and the time re-
quired t~mplete 180° was approximately seven

o Longifuc4%/ displocemeni fee f
o

% /00
S)*
m, %.--a

I I I I I I I 4 .-
5oo~ I I I I I I 1 I

u: Con frol movement started here
b, Tine divlsiwvs (see) c. Abrupt wing -over –furn

d, f28 m.pb (vertkol bunk furn)
e, /48 . ( .
f,150” ( - : :;

FIGURE 23,-Compsrlson of fllght paths for IS& turns

seconds for each, but showed a tendency to increase
dightly with the speed of the maneuver.

The time, which was determined from the flight
path, is that required for a complete reversal of direc-
tion, but not necessarily that required for return to
steady horizontal flight. In fact, the curves of angular
velocity show that there is stilI considerable pitching
and rolIing at- the times indicated for the completion
of the maneuvers.

The air speed in the aIowest turn decreased from 128
miles per hour to 75 miles per hour in 5.5 seconds,
At the end of 7 seconds the air speeds for the other
two turns had dropped from 148 miles per hour to 90
miles per hour and from 150 miles per hour to 93 miles
per hour. With an air speed of 128 miles per hour at
the start, the maximum longitudinal displacement was
666 feet. The speeds for the other two maneuvers
were nearly alike, so that their maximum longitudinal
displacements were very nearly the same, 780 feet for
the alower and 760 feet for the higher speed maneuver.
The transverse displacements were approximately 400
feet for each turn.

These turns are asiemb16d for comparison in
Figure 23 and the principal characteristics are shown
in the next table.

Abrupt wing-over-turn, —This turn (i&. 24) was
made to the right whale descending. It was started
by moving the eIevator up, the rudder to the right,
and the left aileron down. This caused the airplane
to nose up slightly, turn and roll to the right, then,
when 90° of roll was approached, the right rudder
caused the airplane to nose down, and the up elevator
caused it to turn further to the right. From this
point the aileron and rudder werB brought to neutral
when the airplane reached an inverted position. The
elevator was stilI up so that the airplane continued to

nose downward, At this point

—
5 -“

the left aileron was
moved up and the rudder left, causing tho airplane ta
level out and assume normal flight.

The air speed at the start of the turn was 143 miles
per hour and the lowest=apeed80 miles per hour. The
flight path shows that approximately 180° of the turn
had been completed in 6 seconds, but-that the airplane
had not reached steady horizontal flight at this time.
The maximum normal acceleration was recorded dur-
ing the pull-up at the start of the maneuver.

This turn was made in a shorter time and on a path
of smaller over-all dimensions than any of tho verti-
cally banked turns, but-with a greater 10SSin air speed,
which was due to the abrupt pull-up and rolI at tho
start of the turn. The flight path of this maneuvq
is also shown in Figure 23 for comparison with the ver-
tically banked turns, and the maximum and other
interesting quantities are shown in the following
table:

I Vett!c;~bmked
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Aileron maneuvers.-A series of right aikron rdla
were executed at various air speeds ranging from
approximately 75 to 140 miles per hour. In these
maneuvem the rudder and eIevator were held as nearly
as posaible in their neutraI positions, and the rolls
were executed by means of ailerons alone.

AU the rolls were started with an abrupt aileron
movement and the ailerons held in their position of
maximum displacement until approximately 90° of
rolI had been completed. h aileron movement of
about 14° was recorded for the left or down aiIeron,
This indicates a right aileron movement of approxi-
mately 2S0 upward.

A set of representative maneuvers, covering the
speed range used, is shown in Figure 25. The angular

c 73 m.a.h. Qi2im.~.h

I

1

,

I

mik per hour the maximum angular velocity was
approximately 0.9Q radians per second and the time

.-

h 60° displacement was 1.60 seconds. The angular , _
velocities, @m accelerations and times for 60°
displacement are plotted versus the r=pective indi- _
cated air speeds in Figure 26.

Rudder maneuvers.—A series of abrupt rudder
kicks was made to determine the variations of trans-
verse accekwation, anguhu veIoci@, angukr acceIera-

.— .-

tion, and the time required for 30° angular displace-
.—

ment with indicated air speed. This information is
given in Figures 27 and 28. AIthough the experi-

.—

mental points for the curve of angular acceleration
versus indicated air speed are scattered, this curve
does indicate the trend and approximate rate of

.. ——
--

!2/ m.g.h. f39sm@.. . ..... .. .
5~@ ,
~ I I I I I I

P

.

77n7e,seamfs
mom 2s—Ailemn nlnmum

veIocity curves for aII the aiIeron rolls show the same
characteristic form. At any air speed with an abrupt
control movement, the snguk velocity of rolI rises
rapidIy ta a maximum value and then is maintained
practically constant during the remainder of the
maneuver.

The maximum anguIar wlocity attainable rises
ra.pidIy with the speed of the maneuver up to about
110 miles per hour indicated air speed. At speeds
above this, the angukw velocity increases more slowly
with an increase in speed. This is due, in part, to the
fact that the cwntroIs are not displaced so far at the
higher speeds.

At an air speed of 75 miles per hour, the maximum
angular velocity of rolI was 0.65 radians per second
and the time to reach 60° displacement of rolI was
approximately 2 seconds. In a rolI executed at 140

increase with speed. The speeds me those recorded
at the start of the maneuvers.

Wnimum radius of steady horizontal turn.-The
minimum radius of horizontal turn was computed for

—

each speed from the anguIm-velocity recorder records,
—L

accelerometer records, and the foIloviing equations:

(1)

V=RU, (2)

am== (3)
R =radius of turn (ft.)
a==radial acceIeratlion (ft.@c.~
u, =resu.hant an=gularvelocity (rad./sec.)
a,= resultant linear acceleration (ft+ec.~

Equations (1) and (2) reIate w uniform circular motion,
while equation (3) removes vectoriaUy the effect of
gravity from the resultant linem acceleration.
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The individual values of minimum radius are plotted
against the respective speeds in Figure 29. The faired
curve shows that the minimum radius of turn for sea-
level conditions is 135 feet and is obtained at an air
speed of 61.5 m. p. h. This may be compared with

.2

Iiii-ii”iiiiiiiil .

Indicoted air spee~ ~h.

FIGU6E 2S.-Msxfmum sngrdsr velooity, moxfmnm angular ri@?lerstfon,
and time to W dfepkm.mentvereus lndfcrdeddr apeedforebrnpt
ausron rosneuvere.

the minimum radius of 155 feet obtained at 76 m. p. h.
with the heavier F6C–3 airphme.

Spins.—Two right spins (figs, 30 and 31), one power-
off and one power-on, and two left spins (figs. 32 and
33), one power-off and one power-on, were recorded.
In the power-off spins the engine speed was about 670
re-rolutions per minute, while in the power-n spins

Indicafed air spee~ mph.
FIOUS.E27.—Marlin um transverse aceelerotIon and tfme for 3fP dlsplme.ment

versus indicated efr speed for abrupt rudder maneuvers

the engine speed was 1,600 revolutions per minute.
These maneuvers were started from an air speed near
the stalling speed. An inspection of the angular-
veIocity curves presented in the time histories indi-
cates that none of the spins reached steady conditions,
although the right power-on and the left poww-off
spine approached such conditions toward the end of
the records,

Dali obtained from the camera-obscura fdm arc
preserited in the following table with that obtained
from the instrument records. Tho times per turn
secured during the latter part of these spins from tho
angular-mrlocity recorder records are in agrocmcnt
with the camera-obscura values ~Ulin about 10 per
cent. The results for the left power-on spin are con-
siderably different from those for the other spins.
This is probably due to the gyroscapic couple of the
:
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propeIIer. The maximum normal acceleration re-
corded ranged from 1.80 g for the left power-on spin
to 2.3~ ‘g for “theright poweron spin,
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Barrel rolIs.-One right and one left barreI roll were
executed. Both ro~s were started at approximatdy
110 miks p= how By the end of the maneuvers the
speed had been reduoed to about one-half this amount.
The control movement on the elevator end rudder
was similar to that for spins; i. e., an abrupt pull-up
rapidly followed by I&king the rudder hard over in
the direction of the roIL The ailerons were not used
to any great extent. This method of control, as in
the spins, caused autorotation which produced a high

\

!

i

fI}P 3456

(

m axis coinciding with the original line of flight, but is
exeouted on a path making a Iarge imgle with the origi-
naI direction of flight. The sharp break in the line
of flight is due to the abrupt rudder kick at the sttwt
of the maneuver. As in the spins, the diameter of
the spiraI path is very small.

. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The principal results of this investigation are sum-
marized in Table I. The times in this t.able are

.%nhf m[[

--
ii% Seca.-ds Th4. SnCMO’S

rate of angular veheity about the X axis and a yaw-
ing velooity from one-third to one-half higher than
that obtained from an abrupt rudder kick with the
same air speed.

The time histork for these rolk are shown in Figure
34 and the interesting maximum quantities in Table 1.
Each barreI roll required about 5 seconds for oomple-
tion. The horizontal projections of these maneu~-
ww ~c~uded in the time histories. It may be seen
that the roll is not a symmetrical maneuver about
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measured from the instant the controls are me-red from
their nornd le~el flight positions. The greatest ~- .
gular velocity (2.6 radians per seoond) was found to
be about the X axis in a right power-off spin where
the redtant a.ngdar velocity reached 3.73 radians
per second. The maximum normaI acceleration r-
corded was 9.3 g and occurred in a pulkmt from dive ,
at 175 miIes per hour. It ie, of oourse, impossible to
determine from an invastigafion of t-h kind the
maximum anguIar vehoity and linear acceleration ob-
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takable. It is believed, however, that the above
values are the greatest likely to be obtained under
service conditions.

Comparison of the loops performed with the F6C.!-3
and those performed with the I?6C-4 shows that the
F6G4 is more maneuverable because a Ioop made
with this airplane was completed in 10. per cent .Iess
time than one made with F6C!-3, the speed and elevator-
control movement being practically the same. The
minimum radius of horizontal turn is 135 feet at 61.6
rides per hour for the F6C!-4, and that for the F6C-3
k 155 feet at 76 miles per hour. Push-downs made
horn the same speed with both airplanes indicate that
the F6G3 WW increase its speed more rapidly than
will the F6C-4. The above conclusions are all in
agreement with those to be expected from airplanes
differing Oldy in weight and drag.

Even though it is not possible at the present time
to state just what maneuvers completely determine
the maneuverability of an airplane, it seems that turns
of minimum radius, maneuvers giving a. complete
reversal of direction, and only the abrupt singk+
control maneuvers, are the most suitable. The abrupt
single-control maneuvers are heIpful because they are
easiest to duplicate, It is probabIe, however, that
some maneuver kvoIving the use of all controls
could be utilized to completely measure maneuver-
ability.

JANGLES hlEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEEFOEAEROIJAUIWS,

LA~,GLET FIELD, VA., December Ig, 19s0.
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APPENDIX

SPECIFICATIONS OF F6G4 AIRPLANE
Type..--------_ -----_ -_ —_. Tractor bipkne, Iandpiane.
En@ne-.-..------_--------- Pratt and Whitney, R-lMMI.
Ho-power ----------------- 426 at 1,900 r. p. m,
Ftiloti -------------------- 2,5821b.
Detiload------------------ l,8321b.
U#dload-----.------------ 7501b.
Weight persquare foot ------- 10.251b.
Weight per horsepower ------- 6.1 ib.
Masimum speed ------------- 162 m. p. h.
&rticeceQ---------_----- 22,900 ft.
Wiig area including ailerons -- 252 sq. ft.
Aileron area----------------- 13.32 W. ft.
Stabilizer area--------------- 18.18 sq. ft.

EIewtor area --------------
Fin mea--------------------
Rudder area -----------------
AirfoiI Action ---------------
‘iViig wan------------------
~n&h-----.-_-__--_-------
Heat----------------------
&p-----------___-__-------
bgle of incidence -----------
Snigger ---------------------
D~----------.---------
Sw=pback-----------.------

14.78 Sq. ft.
EL67sq.ft.
lossq.ft.
ClarkY.
Upper31ft.6in.,Iower26ft.
%?2ft.6in.
9ft.3iJL
4ft.5~6irl.
—2”.
38.6in.
UpperO,lower1.5°.
a

—

Distance forward from leading edge lower wing to C. G., 6.5 in.
Distance from lesding edge lower wing to rudder hinge, 13.5 ft.
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